
STOP, a change is coming! 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
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What does this change mean for what I do and how I operate on a daily basis? 

Until the In House system is launched, STOP will continue to be used as is. No official training will be 
done through the approved training providers.  

Currently STOP has only been implemented on site; the new in house system will include all staff, 
including coastal based employees of every job group. We all have a responsibility towards safety, and 
without everyone’s contribution we will not be able to reach our goal of world class safety excellence.  
Go to top 

When is the new system expected to launch? 

A pilot of the system will be launch in Well Engineering in 2016. An organization wide launch can be 
expected in 2017. Go to top 

Will the new system make a difference?  

The short answer is YES. The system is designed in such a way that it involves everyone from a director 
to a roustabout or tea engineer, it focuses on the high risk unsafe behaviours based on incident analysis, 
as it is not a one fits all approach. Many changes have been made to best suit the organization in the 
training material, database, the execution and overall roll out of the system. Go to top 

How will success be measured?  

Success will be measured primarily through leading KPI’s such as: 1. Participation rates, 2. Quality of 
observations, 3. Hazard awareness, 4. Reduction in incidents, 5. Improved safety awareness. Go to top 

What is the support level for this change? 

Safety is a value in all of us, and this system will allow us to act on our values by providing the tools and 
knowledge to do so. However, no change can take place successfully without your support. We need 
YOU to make it work. Periodic feedback will be sent out as we progress through the design and 
eventually the pilot; we will provide advice as to how best you may support this implementation. Go to 
top 

My site is currently using STOP; can I continue to implement STOP at my site? 

You can continue to use STOP on your site, however training of new joiners on STOP will no longer be 
provided by your approved training provider. Go to top 

Will I still be able to order STOP cards through SAP? 

Yes, during the interim between phasing out STOP and rolling the new BBS system, STOP cards will still 
be available for order. Go to top 

 



I am a contractor and I want to continue using the STOP program and provide 
training to my employees. What should I do? 

Your organization must sign a new training license agreement contract direct with Dupont. Go to top 

As a contractor can I continue using my preferred BBS system, or must I adopt 
the PDO In House BBS system when it is launched? 

Contractors can choose to adopt the PDO In House BBS system. Contractors that wish to continue using 
their preferred BBS program can do so, however must relay required information to PDO through their 
contract holder. A list of this information will be informed to all contractors once the new system is 
launched. Go to top 

Will the STOP database still be active? 

The STOP database will continue to be active until the STOP program has been phased out. Prior to 
deactivating the database, a communication will be sent out to all contractors & PDO staff.  Go to top 


